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Abstract

In the emerging Internet of Things (IoT), as a means
to fulfill item-level lookup, apart from the functional re-
quirements with high performance and robustness, lookup
service or discovery service playing a critical role should
meet security and privacy requirements. However, exist-
ing lookup service and discovery service of IoT mainly
rely on a centralized or a chain-style framework, have
some drawbacks or bottlenecks to prevent them from be-
ing widely adopted, while the issue of locating hotspot
resource has received much less attention, as well as the
item-level lookup service is still missing. Therefore, we
first present a distributed hotspot-based discovery ser-
vice architecture based on double-Chord-ring for IoT, and
then give its framework and some relevant mechanisms.
Here we primarily focus on the goals of meeting security
and privacy requirements. Additionally, we further dis-
cuss and analyze our solution.

Keywords: Internet of Things, Object Name Service, Dis-
covery Service, Object Discovery Service, Security Mech-
anism

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT), an emerging global
Internet-information architecture, has the purpose of pro-
viding an IT-infrastructure facilitating the exchanges of
goods and services in global supply chain networks in a
secure and reliable manner [3, 31], where lookup service
or discovery service plays a critical role. Therefore, as
an essential and critical component for a variety of ap-
plication scenarios of the IoT (specifically, the EPCglobal
Network, an industry proposal to build a global infor-
mation architecture for objects carrying RFID tags with
Electronic Product Codes (EPC)), lookup service should
take some measures to enhance the security and privacy
of the architecture.

Two of the key components of IoT lookup service archi-
tecture required to implement track and trace capabilities
are the Object Name Service (ONS) and the Discovery
Service (DS) envisaged to provide pointers to multiple
providers of information across a supply chain not only
the manufacturer. In the EPCglobal architecture [16], the
most influential architecture and potential future nucleus
of IoT, DS is still in development, ONS only provides a
pointer to the information service provided by the man-
ufacturer of the object. Moreover, ONS [15] is based on
the well-known Domain Name System (DNS), each query
must start from Root ONS. Thus, the ONS will inherit
all of the well-documented DNS weaknesses, such as the
limited redundancy in practical implementations and the
creation of single points of failure [29]. For ONS, this
architecture will have a deep impact on the reliability, se-
curity and privacy of the involved stake holders and their
business processes, especially for information clients.

In IoT, a lookup service to locate item-level informa-
tion stored at potentially unknown supply chain partners
is still missing, and current lookup service and discovery
service mainly rely on a centralized or a chain-style frame-
work, e.g. EPCglobal Architecture, Affilias DS [1, 25],
BRIDGE Project [24] and the Distributed ePedigree Ar-
chitecture [17]. Apart from the issue of security and pri-
vacy, these systems have some drawbacks, such as poor
scalability, load imbalance, poor reliability owing to the
presence of single points of failure, or bottlenecks, which
prevent them from being widely adopted. Moreover, to
the best of our knowledge, the issue of locating hotspot
resource in IoT has received much less attention.

In the last years, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network has be-
come one of the most popular applications in the Inter-
net, and the P2P paradigm has emerged as an alterna-
tive to centralized and hierarchical architectures. The
approaches to enhance the performance and robustness
of lookup service by using structured P2P systems (e.g.
Chord [28]) based on Distributed Hash Tables (DHT)
that have a high potential as a replacement for ONS as
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Figure 1: The framework of HDSA

well. Therefore, we present HDSA, a distributed hotspot-
based IoT discovery service architecture adopting double-
Chord-ring, give its framework and some relevant mech-
anisms. Here we mainly focus on the goals of meeting
security and privacy requirements.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we give the framework of HDSA and some relevant
mechanisms for security consideration. Then, we further
discuss and analysis our solution in Section 3. Section
4 describes some work in related disciplines. Finally, we
draw conclusions and outline future work in Section 5.

2 Hotspot-based Discovery Ser-
vice Architecture

In this section, we present a distributed hotspot-based IoT
discovery service architecture HDSA. The basic frame-
work of HDSA is shown in Figure 1.

2.1 The Base Composition of HDSA

HDSA consists of three major parts Savant Server, ODS
(Object Discovery Service) System and EPCIS Cloud.

2.1.1 Savant Server

Savant [6], designed to process the streams of tag or sen-
sor data (event data) coming from of one or more reader
devices, is a middleware software system that sits be-
tween tag readers and enterprise applications. Its intent
is to address the unique computational requirements pre-
sented by EPC applications. Savant performs filtering,
aggregation, and counting of tag data, reducing the vol-
ume of data prior to sending to Enterprise Applications.
The Savant itself is a container for processing modules de-
fined by Auto-ID standards or users and other third par-
ties. More details about Savant can be found in [6]. The
Savant server is a server installed with savant software.
Each company deploys only one Savant Server logically,
although in practice, every one may deploy more than one
Savant Server.

2.1.2 ODS System

In HDSA, from functionality, we combine ONS and DS
into ODS, and introduce Chord into ODS, the structured
Chord overlay networks are the network substrate of the
applications about ODS and information interaction. Ev-
ery participant, such as manufacture, distributor, or re-
tailer, deploys a dedicated ODS node, and all the ODS
nodes are organized in a Chord ring and ordered follow-
ing the hash values of their IPs.

Within a continuous period T, when the accessed times
of an EPC exceeds the accessed times threshold of EPC
(AT), the EPC is called hotspot resource (HR). Only de-
pends on ODS-Ring, as the HR objects are frequently
accessed by the client application of some organizations,
it generates vast network traffic flows that may lead to
the network congestion of ODS-Ring. To relieve this
problem and balance the flows of query, we add a HR
ODS-Chord-Ring (HODS-Ring) into HDSA. On the other
hand, HODS brings appropriate hotspot data redundancy
and backup, helps to enhance the reliability of the system.
ODS-Ring and HODS-Ring together form an ODS Sys-
tem. The ODS-Ring is responsible for the queries of all
objects (include HR), and the HODS-Ring is only respon-
sible for the queries of HR objects. In real world, HODS
nodes, may be derived from the participants’ODS servers
which have better hardware configuration, also may are
responsible by the third party or be constructed and main-
tained by the government, according to network region.
Whichever method to be selected, it is depended on the
concrete situation or the relevant regulation of real world.

In one company, the ODS/HODS node may each be
implemented by multiple physically separate servers that
act as backups for each other to increase the scalability
and reliability of the entire system. It is important to
note that the number of HODS nodes must be far smaller
than the one of ODS nodes, which is analyzed in detail in
our another paper.

2.1.3 EPCIS Cloud

The EPCIS is a role defined in EPCglobal Network Ar-
chitecture Framework [16], which provide for storage and
retrieval of filtered and processed information related to
EPC-tagged objects about different events within the
supply-chain. In HDSA, each participant (company or
organization) maintains at least one EPCIS server. All
the EPCIS servers constitute an EPCIS Cloud.

Normally, a company needs only one EPCIS Server in
theory. As a kind of service, each company may deploy
more than one EPCIS Server (multiple redundant servers,
one for backup of another one) as needed, but logically,
the external feature of multiple EPCIS Servers within a
company is still one server through the relevant mecha-
nism of main-backup. For the sake of cost saving, for ev-
ery stakeholder, its ODS may be combined together with
its EPCIS server.
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Figure 2: ODS storage & data flow chart

2.2 Storage Mechanism

In our HDSA framework, the DS is designed not to dupli-
cate or aggregate information stored within each individ-
ual EPCIS repository, but to store only sufficient relevant
information to be able to create the list of links.

Each of the ODS node has and maintains a finger table,
a mapping table (map-table), a hotspot table (hot-table),
and holds the network addresses of three closest HODS
nodes to facilitate the information interaction between it
and HODS-Ring. Here, finger table is similar to the one of
Chord [28]. Hot-table includes two fields: key represents
the hash value of hotspot EPC, and upload time repre-
sents the time when the EPC become as HR. Map-table
mainly stores the list of mappings between EPC and the
network addresses (IP address or URL) of its correspond-
ing EPCIS servers, the lookup count (i.e. the accessed
times of the EPC). The information storage in ODS Sys-
tem are shown in Figure 2, where Key (EPC) represents
the hash value of EPC. Only one finger table and one
map-table are in HODS node, where the roles and con-
tent of these tables are similar to the ones in ODS node.

2.3 Information Interaction Mechanism

In our HDSA, the information interactions principally in-
clude three aspects: publishing of resource information,
interaction of hotspot information and switch of lookup
between ODS-Ring and HODS-Ring.

2.3.1 Information Publishing

The current EPCIS standard [9, 21] does not involve a
specific communication mechanism between an EPCIS
and a lookup service. Thus, here, we give an information
publishing mechanism to send the association between an
EPC and the URL of the relevant EPCISs to correspond-
ing ODS node.

When an EPC-tagged object flows along the supply
chain, the relevant EPCIS servers must publish in time
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Figure 3: Information publishing principle chart

the relevant event information related to the EPC to the
corresponding ODS node that determined by hashing the
object EPC. The event information registered or pub-
lished to ODS by EPCIS (see Figure 3) is mainly the
mapping information associated to the current EPC that
is passing the company that possesses this EPCIS. The
mapping information is a 2-tuple (KEY, URL), includes
two fields: the SHA1 (or MD5) hash value of the EPC,
the URL where the information related to the EPC is
available.

2.3.2 Interaction of Hotspot Information

As shown in Figure 2, for one ODS node, once someone
EPC of its map-table becomes as HR, it simultaneously
do three things. They are: (1) uploading the relevant
information of this EPC to corresponding HODS nodes
map-table, (2) writing current time into the field of Hot
Upload Time of its map-table, (3) and informing the rel-
evant ODS nodes which are consulting the EPC to add
this Key and current time into their hot-table. On the
other hand, with the moving through the supply chain,
for a HR, once new mapping information about it is pub-
lished to the corresponding ODS node by relevant EPCIS
Server, this ODS node upload the newest information to
relevant HODS node to assure the performance of real-
time of mapping information.

2.3.3 Switch of Lookup

When an ODS node receives an EPC query of subscriber
or end user, if it finds that the EPC is in its hot-table, it
will forward the query to its available closest HODS node
(one of the three closest HODS nodes). Then, the HODS
node performs the query in inside ring, and returns query
result to this ODS node.

2.4 Lookup Mechanism

As the complete information about an individual object
may be fragmented across multiple organizations, the role
of lookup service is to locate all the providers of the frag-
ments of information that constitute the complete supply-
chain or lifecycle history for an object. Here, we give
relevant lookup mechanism: to obtain the address list of
EPCIS server related to EPC-tagged object being queried
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through the routing in ODS system, and then to get
the complete information about this object through the
lookup of application level. In our architecture frame-
work, the hash value of EPC of object is used as an index
of query.

2.4.1 Routing in Chord-based ODS System

As shown in Figure 4, routing in Chord-based ODS Sys-
tem is based on the following EPC lookup algorithm.

Firstly, the ODS node which is the first receiver of a
query from a requester (Savant server) on a given EPC,
looks into its map-table (we call this ODS node FRODS).
If this EPC is found, it returns directly relevant address
information to requester. Otherwise, it judges whether
the key (the hash value of the EPC) is located between
itself and its immediate successor. If is, it forwards the
query to the immediate successor that is responsible for
the requested EPC-tagged object, and then, the immedi-
ate successor returns directly desired result to FRODS.
If not, it looks into hot-table, if this EPC is found, it
forwards the query to ACHODS (one of the three closest
HODS node and is available) which is responsible for this
query within HODS-Ring and return net result (relevant
address information) to it. If FRODS does not find EPC
in hot-table, it looks into its finger table for the closest
ODS node to the key (the hash value of the EPC) that
has a lower or equal identifier, and forwards the query
message to this ODS node which is called the closest pre-
decessor refer to this key.

The closest predecessor does the work similar to what
done by the FRODS. The main difference between them
is that the closest predecessor does not look into its hot-
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table. In this way, the query message is routed through
the ODS-Ring until it reaches a node containing mapping
information related to the requested EPC-tagged object,
this node then returns directly desired result to FRODS.
Finally, FRODS returns the result to the requester.

Likewise, when HODS node receives the query for-
warded by other node (FRODS or other HODS node),
it takes the handling similar to what done by the clos-
est predecessor in ODS-Ring. The main difference is that
HODS lookups EPC only in its map-table.

2.4.2 Lookup of Application Level

In Figure 5, the parts within rectangle line represent the
base composition of a company deployment, and the first
to the sixth step of the query procedure of application
level are described as follows:

1) The application issues EPC query to local Savant
server through whose application software interface.

2) The local Savant server calls the query module to
forward the query to the local ODS server.

3) The local ODS server calls lookup module to con-
sult ODS system (as depicted in Section 2.4 1). If it
finds successfully the desired result a list of network
addresses of relevant EPCIS servers related to the
EPC, it returns the result to the local Savant server.
Otherwise, it analyzes the causes of failure and sends
this analysis result to the local Savant server.

4) The local Savant server analyzes the result from the
local ODS Server. If the result is failure causes, it
switches to exception handling, and informs applica-
tion. If is the list of EPCIS addresses, it accesses in
parallel the corresponding EPCISs of EPCIS Cloud
according to the list of addresses, to collect the detail
information related to the EPC.
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5) Every corresponding EPCIS sends its lookup result
using PML (Physical Markup Language) file format
to the local Savant server.

6) The local Savant server resolves these lookup results
from previous step and sends them to the application
through the application software interface.

Finally, the application integrates the collated results and
displays them through the user-friendly interface.

2.5 Security Mechanism

In IoT, lookup services or Discovery Services are not only
critically dependent upon the high efficiency of lookup
and the integrity, but also the confidentiality they offer
their customers. Therefore, in HDSA, apart from all in-
formation interaction use secure channels, the following
security measures are given to meet the corresponding se-
curity and privacy requirement.

2.5.1 Mutual Authentication

To enable the retrieved address and object information
could be authenticated, the responder and requester of
object information must be authenticated mutually via
certificate services. In HDSA, all participants (organiza-
tion/company) need to obtain two certificates from cer-
tificate authority (CA), one certificate used for query is
called query certificate (QC) and installed on the Savant
server and the ODS server, another certificate used for
sending lookup result to requester is called response cer-
tificate (RC) and installed on EPCIS server.

When a participant approaches CA to obtain certifi-
cates, its identities (for responder or requester) are ver-
ified and after complete verification, the corresponding
certificate is issued. Communicating participants use
them for mutual authentication. Before Savant server
communicates with the corresponding EPCIS server, a
mutual verification of them is performed. The certificates
(QC of Savant server and RC of EPCIS server) which they
obtained from Certificate authority are verified.

2.5.2 User Account Management

Some information about some item is confidential to some
user and should only be accessed by the user has the cor-
responding right. Therefore, we provide corresponding
access right for user to prevent unauthorized read of in-
formation.

Before beginning to perform the operation of lookup,
every user must have an account including user name,
password, and access right. The account information of
user is stored in the user-account-table in the relevant
Savant server.

In our solution, the Savant servers of all participants
are assigned a corresponding level right (is called lookup-
right) to lookup object information. The levels of their
lookup-rights do not have to be same or different. What-
ever level to be assigned, it is depended on the concrete
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situation or the relevant regulation of real world. When
registering to the Savant server of someone participant,
user must provide some necessary identity information
and credentials to be verified whether the user has the
qualification to obtain the level of lookup-right. If has, the
Savant server creates corresponding user account for the
user in its user-account-table, give user name and pass-
word, and assign its lookup-right to the access right of
the user, and add the base identity information of the
user into this table. Otherwise, the Savant server refuses
to create account for the user, so the user could not to
issue lookup via the Savant server.

2.5.3 Security Measure in Communication be-
tween Savant and EPCIS

After mutual authentication between Savant server and
the corresponding EPCIS server is completed, a session
key is created, Savant sever begin to issue query encrypted
by the session key to EPCIS server. EPCIS server re-
ceives and decrypts the query information from the Sa-
vant server by the session key to get the EPC and the
access right of the query user. Then, according to the ac-
cess right, the corresponding information of item related
to the EPC is extracted from the EPCIS servers lookup
result, and sent to Savant server after being encrypted by
the session key. Finally, the Savant server receives and de-
crypts the information from EPCIS server by the session
key to obtain the desired lookup result.

2.5.4 Security Measure in ODS System

In ODS system, for the sake of backtracking processing
when the lookup fails, the query message mainly include
three parts: the hash value of EPC, the IP address of
FRODS and the IP address of the closest source ODS
node (e.g. ODS 1 is the closest source ODS node of
ODS 2 in Figure 6) of current ODS node. When the des-
tination ODS node (e.g. ODS 4 in Figure 6) is found, it
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immediately initiates communication to FRODS (ODS 0
is the FRODS in Figure 6). As shown in Figure 6, the
detailed procedures are described as follow:

1) ODS 4 informs ODS 0 that it has the desired infor-
mation about Key(EPC) and the hash algorithms
supported by it include: hash 0, hash 1, · · · , hash n.

2) ODS 4 decrypts the encrypted data from ODS 0
by the public key of ODS 0 and get hash x(QC).
Then, it uses hash i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) one by one
to get hash i(QC), and compares hash i(QC) and
hash x(QC). If they are equal, ODS 4 returns the
lookup result (list of addresses) encrypted by the
public key of ODS 0 on the Key(EPC) to ODS 0;
Otherwise, when i is equal to n, hash i(QC) is still
not equal to hash x(QC), ODS 4 stops communica-
tion with ODS 0 and disconnects with it.

3) ODS 0 decrypts the encrypted lookup result from
ODS 4 by its private key and gets the desired lookup
result about Key(EPC).

3 Discussion and Analysis

In the following, according to privacy enhancing technolo-
gies and Security and privacy needs of IoT, we give cor-
responding discussion and analysis for our solution and
security mechanism.

3.1 Privacy Enhancing Technologies

It is quite difficult to enhance the privacy of user of net-
work and service infrastructures. In order to achieve in-
formation privacy goals, a number of Privacy Enhancing
Technologies (PET) have been developed. They can be
described in brief as follows [12, 30]:

• Virtual Private Network (VPN) is extranet estab-
lished by close groups of business partners. This so-
lution may reduce the confidentiality and integrity
risks, but it does not allow for a dynamic global in-
formation exchange and is impractical with regard to
third parties beyond the borders of the extranet.

• Transport Layer Security (TLS) could improve con-
fidentiality and integrity of the IoT on the base of an
appropriate global trust structure, but it would be
negatively affected the performance of lookup.

• DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) use public-key
cryptography to guarantee origin authenticity and in-
tegrity of delivered information. However, DNSSEC
could only assure global ONS information authentic-
ity if the Internet community as a whole adopts it.

• Onion Routing cryptographically transform and mix
Inter-net traffic from many different sources to im-
pede matching a particular IP packet to a particular

source. However, onion routing would affect the us-
ability of ONS and Discovery Services because of the
latency and performance issues.

• Private Information Retrieval (PIR) systems conceal
which client is interested in what information, once
the EPCIS have been located. However, in the global
lookup system such as the ONS, problems of scala-
bility and key management, as well as performance
issues, make this method impractical.

Some of the above- mentioned methods could be combined
to create alternatives for enhancing security and private
of IoT.

To further increase security and privacy, DHT-based
(Distributed Hash Tables) Peer-to-Peer (P2P) system
that generally shows good scalability and performance
in real-world applications, is a good method. In recent
years, as one of the most popular applications in the
Internet, the P2P paradigm has emerged as an alterna-
tive to centralized and hierarchical architectures. The
advantages of DHTs include, among other aspects, self-
organizing, load-balance, less traffic that data placement
and search procedures generate. Chord, one of the most
popular DHT-based systems, has not only simple design
idea and good features of distribution, scalability, stabil-
ity, and load balancing, and it is the focus of the present
research, such as [7, 8, 14, 18, 19, 26, 27]. Though both
existing EPCIS and DHT have not offered any encryption
measure or access control [11], the encryption of EPCIS
connection and the authentication of customer could be
implemented without major difficulties, using common In-
ternet and web service security frameworks [12], and the
authentication of customer can be done by issuing shared
secrets or using public-key cryptography [11]. Therefore,
combining some of the above- mentioned methods and
implementing access control at the actual EPCIS itself, a
distributed hotspot-based discovery service architecture
based on Chord for IoT, is a good solution to meet the
functional requirements (with high performance and ro-
bustness) and security & privacy requirements.

3.2 Security and Privacy Requirements

From the technologies point of view, the lookup service (or
discovery service) architecture of the IoT has an impact
on the security and privacy of the involved stake holders.
As described in [11] and [30], a high degree of reliability is
needed in business processes and private enterprises using
IoT technology will have to include the following security
and privacy requirements into their risk management con-
cept governing the business activities in general:

• Resilience to attacks: The system can avoid single
points of failure and adjust itself to node failures.

• Data authentication: Retrieved address and object
information should be authenticated.

• Access control: Information providers must be able
to implement access control on the data provided [3].
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• Client privacy: Measures need to be taken that only
the information provider is able to infer from observ-
ing the use of the lookup system related to a specific
customer; at least, inference should be very hard to
conduct.

As HDSA is constructed on the base of Chord protocol,
all storage-load and lookup-load are distributed evenly on
the entire system, which make it can avoid single of failure
and enhance its adaptivity by performing the stabilization
operation inherited from Chord. The mutual authenti-
cation between the Savant server performing query op-
eration and the corresponding EPCIS server enables the
retrieved address and object information could be authen-
ticated in HDSA. Though the user account management,
HDSA provides corresponding access right for user to pre-
vent unauthorized read of information, thus obtains some
access control capabilities.

In our solution, information publishing, query, and
storage are all done using the hash value of EPC, which
make the information is not understandable or meaning-
ful to non-requester (non-subscriber) of query or eaves-
droppers or attackers, and thus enhance the protection
on privacy of client and security of information to certain
extent. On the other hand, due to the adoption of P2P,
the number of ODS (and HODS) nodes the adversary or
attackers have to monitor is very large and is increasing,
which make the inference be very hard to conduct for the
attackers. Additionally, the security measures in ODS
System ensure the correctness and completeness of the
returned discovery service information, in particular the
addresses of the relevant EPCIS, and the security measure
in communication between Savant and EPCIS ensures the
correctness and completeness of the object information it-
self, which be able to reduce the whole systems confiden-
tiality and integrity risks.

In ODS system, the hash value of EPC is used as the
index to locate the corresponding EPCIS servers address
and the number of ODS (or HODS) nodes is very large,
which make the eavesdroppers cannot know the actual
value of EPC and eavesdropping more difficult. There-
fore, the mutual authentication between ODS (or HODS)
nodes is not very necessary. So, our solution does not
require the mutual authentication, which can help the
improvement of lookup performance.

Technically, measures ensuring the IoT architectures
resilience to attacks, data authentication, access control
and client privacy need to be established. On the other
hand, international legislator [30] would best establish
an adequate legal framework considering the underlying
technology, so the requirements of security and privacy
can better meet.

4 Related Works

In the last years, the achievements of EPCglobal stan-
dardization efforts are substantial and the diffusion of the
EPCglobal network continues. However, DS is not yet

specified, the granularity of ONS lookup is still limited to
product type, rather than serial-level lookup in the up-to-
date version of ONS 2.0.1 [15], and ONS is based on DNS
suffering from well-studied weaknesses in robustness, con-
figuration complexity, and security. Relying heavily on
Root ONS to implement traceability applications, makes
the centralized architecture of hierarchical ONS is vulner-
able to single point failure and workload-imbalanced due
to excessive lookup-load of Root ONS. Alias DS is com-
pliant to the architecture framework of EPCglobal, its
basic characteristics are hierarchical lookups and DNS-
based naming and translation. The BRIDGE project,
supported by the EU and coordinated by GS1, addressed
a wide spectrum of problems related to the implementa-
tion of RFID in Europe, whose prototype is very similar
to the EPCglobal approach. The two kinds of approach
and the EPCglobal approach share the same advantages
and disadvantages [10].

Barchetti et al. [2] focused on the implementation of
DS developed as an extension of FossTrak open frame-
work [13] based on centralized framework. MUTLER et
al. [22] presented a centralized aggregating DS for the
EPCglobal Network and showed how to overcome scala-
bility challenges through notification in a real-world en-
vironment. MANZANARES-LOPEZ et al. [21] proposed
an distributed discovery service for EPCglobal network
in nested package scenarios, which is based on the imple-
mentation of a DHT-based (Pastry) ONS and a totally
distributed DS. Although they solve some problems, they
all ignore the enhancement of security and privacy.

HUANG et al. [17] propose a distributed ONS archi-
tecture by combining ONS and DHT to find out drug
counterfeit points in the pharmacy supply chains, and
the distributed ONS be constructed involving the EPCIS
servers of all the participants. This approach of locating
drug counterfeit points through forward tracing or reverse
tracing is called Daisy Chain approach. Although the ap-
proach is implemented in a distributed and relatively se-
cure manner, all the processes rely on rewritable tags and
must be supervised by an entity to be able to identify the
offender [4, 21]. In addition, to collect information about
an item, traversing all relevant EPCISs along the supply
chain for a given EPC cannot be parallelized and there-
fore raises high lookup latency because each EPCIS must
be queried sequentially [4, 22].

In preceding studies, researchers pay less or no atten-
tion on the issue of locating hotspot resource object in
IoT. In our solution, ODS and DS are combined into ODS
from functionality and Chord lookup algorithm is intro-
duced into ODS, which not only make the entire system is
easier and more efficient to implement item-level tracking
& tracing, but also remove the faults DNS-based ONS.
The hotspot-based HODS-Ring further improves the ef-
ficiency of lookup, balances the flows of query and re-
duces the probability of congestion of ODS-Ring, which
make the whole system is more efficient and robust. In
contrast to the Distributed ePedigree Architecture pro-
posed by Huang et al. in HDSA, the information collec-
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tion from all relevant EPCISs along the supply chain for a
given EPC can be parallelized and therefore achieves low
lookup latency because each EPCIS can be queried con-
currently, which further improves the lookup efficiency in
practice. Additionally, the introduction of security mech-
anism ensures our architectures resilience to attacks, data
authentication, access control and client privacy.

5 Conclusions

For the current development status and existing problems
of lookup service in IOT, especially for the issue of secu-
rity and privacy, this paper proposes HDSA with secu-
rity mechanism, which points out one of viable directions
to foster the development of IOT. So far, many research
problems and implementation issues are still unsolved,
and require more efforts from both academia researchers
and industrial practitioners, though lookup service is a
vital research direction in IOT. Future work should fo-
cus on the latest security techniques and protocols (such
as [5, 20, 23]) and further enhance the security of the In-
ternet of Things. Additionally, to introduce Cloud Stor-
age and Cloud Computation into HDSA will also be our
next work.
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